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Our policy is:

Tedious Statistics

Use the route servers
...unless you have a good reason not to



New PoP opening for production next week

Previously used Cisco C6500 switches, but new PoP 
uses Brocade kit:

Fibre connections on TurboIron TI24X using SFP+ and SFP

Copper 10/100/1000 on FES-X 624

WDM using Transmode TM series transponders
Not enough power on SFP+ to drive 10G at 20km+

Lots of benefits over C65k
lower cost, power consumption, etc
equipment choice scales to the extent that we need it toThis 

Meets all our technical requirements
well, actually TI24X needs IPv6 L3 filtering

This design will not scale at all IXPs

New PoP in Interxion DUB1
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Network Layout



Operations Summary

That's all folks...

                          ...any questions?


